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A Message from the Director
play an outsized role educating the neediest
students. Leaders of the HBCU community have said
that they will fight reductions in federal support
because they feel that it is “a financial lifeline at a
time of economic distress for the schools and their
students.” (Justin Pope, Associate Press Writer) Yet,
the wheels have kept grinding towards some “new”
and different frontiers for Title III.
As we move forward, we must use our Title III
resources strategically. We must put forth our best
comprehensive development plan, and use funding
for our most urgent allowable initiatives each year.
This process will become more competitive on the
campus as we implement this approach. We will
most likely be readying ourselves for what is to
come on the national level.
TITLE III: FIGHTING THE FEDERAL HACHET
WHILE SHOWING IMPACT:
Times are getting tougher and tougher holding on to
the nearly $7 million dollars Clark Atlanta University
receives from the Department of Education’s
Institutional Services (IS) Division’s Strengthening
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU)
programs. The university receives funds through
three grants derived through the Higher Education
Act (HEA) of 1965; an undergraduate (HBCU),
graduate (HBGI) and mandatory (SAFRA) program.
This year the school has lost $362,157. This is a 5%
reduction for this year alone, and a sum greater
than one of the university’s larger sponsored grants.
Since 2008, Clark Atlanta has lost upward to
$830,893 over the past five years. Each year the
federal government has taken a bigger and bigger
bite out of our existence. To many HBCUs this is
exactly what these cuts represent because Title III is
the platform upon which their stability is built.
President Carlton E. Brown and I have been
diligently fighting to keep what funding we have left.
We compiled impact data on all Georgia-funded Title
III schools. This information was presented to
Washington sources to show the success and impact
the programs have had on the state’s economy and
how the institutions have been strengthened. We
lined up with other presidents and partners to fight
the reductions on the national front as well.
Historically Black Colleges and Universities have
been hit particularly hard by the recession, and
HBCU leaders say that this is no time to cut back on
programs offering direct support to institutions that

When initiatives are funded we have to consistently
provide data and success stories to chronicle our
impact. We must also show good stewardship of
federal funds, and make efforts to institutionalize
activities after they have been incubated under the
Title III program.
IS can help by working with the HBCU community to
draft program improvements to intent, eligibility and
legislative allowable activities for the up-coming
Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act (HEA)
of 1965. Some consideration should be given to;
a.
b.
c.

d.

Including recruitment as a legislative
allowable,
Including grant writing as a legislative
allowable,
Funding external Technical Assistant
organizations to assist in specialized areas.
In the past such organizations were
instrumental in assisting HBCUs to bridge
important gaps (i.e., Phelps Stokes Fund,
ISE and Robert R. Morton) in the areas of;
fund-raising, management, recruitment
and enrollment management, and
Allowing funds to be used as “operating
expenses.”
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Thanks for stopping by the Director’s Corner! Until
the next time…Achieve On!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sincerely,

Perry L. Herrington
Office: (404) 880-8078
E-mail: pherrington@cau.edu
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National Association of HBCU Title III Administrators, Inc.

2013 Project Director
Technical Assistance Workshop

This year’s workshop presented a great
opportunity for the new Clark Atlanta
University (CAU) Title III staff to mix and
learn, and to compare notes on how their
counterparts from other HBCU institutions
approach their responsibilities. This was the
first technical assistance workshop for Ms.
Mililani Sinclair and Ms. LaTonya Burkhalter.
Mr. Tony Tatum and Mr. Perry Herrington
were returning participants.
The Department of Education informed
participant of many changes and plans that
were in the works; one centered on
revisions to the program’s Annual
Performance Report (APR). Dr. John
Clement informed the grantees that the

department planned to work with the
Association to develop effective
measurement parameters; with objectives
that will be quantitative and qualitative.
Grantees will be involved via conference
calls, webinars, meetings, etc. Institutional
Services’ (IS) main goal is to get the
programs right, and to ensure that grantees
are "doing alright.” Great emphasis will be
placed on whether schools are making
“substantial progress,” which could
determine if funding will continue or be
interrupted.
The Office of Postsecondary Education
(OPE) has undergone several changes, such
as;

Changes in the distribution formula:
this could mean less money
available.
o St. Paul College is not
funded, and a new school;
American Baptist is in.
o There are more schools
sitting in the wings.
Moving towards an emerging
Regulatory Environment:
To consolidate into a "Super
Circular": a single document that all
agencies will use. Everyone will
need to be re-trained at some
future time.
Institutions will be asked to provide
clearer, concise, detailed and
reliable data.
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National Association of HBCU Title III Administrators, Inc.

2013 Project Director
Technical Assistance Workshop
Cont…

Several sessions provided technical
assistance on program implementation and
others showcased “Best Practices” for
shared activities. All of this information will
be vital to improving effective, eventual
outcomes and impacts for initiatives on the
CAU campus. Some of the session topics
included:
Effort certification

Writing Measurable Objectives and
Performance Indicators
Destination Graduation Initiative
Securing "leveraging" opportunities
to address the loss and/or the
reduction of Title III funding
Re-authorization of the HEA
Institutionalizing Title III Activities
Retention Strategies that work

The National Association of HBCU Title III
Administrators, Inc. conducted its Annual
Membership Meeting during this conference
and elected a new Executive Committee.
Dr. Brenda R. Shaw, Title III Director at
North Carolina Central University was
elected to fill the two-year term of
President. We wish her and the committee
much success in their endeavors.
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Higher Education Program (HEP) Directors’ Meeting

“I believe that technology has
a rhyme and reason for it and
this presentation illuminated
for me that you can do that
in a systematic way,” said
Rageshwar Goldberg, a
Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math
Program Director at
Bakersfield College.

College program directors,
managers, coordinators, and
numerous educators from across
the nation gathered for the United
States Department of Education’s
2013 Higher Education Programs
Project Directors’ Meeting in
Washington, D.C.

The theme for this year’s
meeting was Strategies for
Educating the 21st Century
Student. Dr. Gwendolyn
Mitchell and Professor Omar
Harbison of Clark Atlanta
University’s Center for Faculty
Professional Development,
spoke to a group of 400
Institutional Service
administrators and educators
on Teaching and Learning with
Technology: A Faculty
Development Approach.
“The session today was worth
the value of admission. The
kinds of technology that we

explored today are going to fill in the gaps for
what we’re trying to accomplish at Albany
Technical are going to fill in the gaps for what
we’re trying to accomplish at Albany Technical
College,” said Elaine Mercer, Director of
Academic Achievement.
Participants were able to get hands-on
experience using the iPad and over 10 web
applications for classroom instruction.

After the session, many of
the participants including
Mercer and Goldberg, stayed
behind to talk with Dr.
Mitchell and Professor
Harbison on teaching with
technology. For more
information on the faculty
training workshops and
events provided by the
Center for Faculty
Professional Development at
Clark Atlanta University, email
CFPD@cau.edu or call
404.880.6194.
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Mr. James Muhammad
Assistant Director of Financial Literacy

is being served somewhere on campus.
Students were delighted to come in and
see what the buzz was about. Upon
entering, the students were greeted and
briefly introduced to the concept of
financial literacy.

“I scream, you scream, we all
scream for…Financial Literacy!”
Who doesn’t love a scoop of their
favorite frozen flavor topped with all the
trimmings and along with that tasty
treat, a few financial tips and advice to
send them on their merry way. That is
exactly what the Financial Literacy
Initiative offered during the spring 2013
semester.
Upon realizing that far too many
students did not know about the new
program on campus, and what it has to
offer, the Financial Literacy Initiative
sought ways to alert the student body of
its presence. What better way to do that
than by opening its doors and inviting
students to partake in Ice Cream Socials.
The goal of the socials was simply to
introduce the program and its purpose.
There
were
three
socials
held
throughout the semester. Each was a
great success. It doesn’t take long for
word to get around that free ice cream

After the introduction, while students
were given their scoops of ice cream,
peer counselors mingled with the crowd.
This provided the office with an
opportunity to get to know individual
students. Likewise, the students were
able to get know the Office of Financial
Literacy. Many students acknowledged
that they could use some guidance in
the area of personal finance, and that
the services provided by the Financial
Literacy Initiative could be a huge help.
Subsequently, many students made
appointments to get individualized
support in managing their personal
finances.

“SPEND TO WIN!”
A classic game show is used to help
students make better spending choices.
During the month of April, which is
Financial Literacy month, the office of
Financial Literacy held an interactive
seminar called “Grocery Jeopardy!” Just
like the popular TV game show, a virtual
game board was created with various
questions and answers falling under
different categories. The categories all
pertained to financial literacy strategies
to use while grocery shopping.
Peer counselor Makeda Gibson created
the event and served as game show
host. Students were invited to stop by a
room in the Carl & Mary Ware academic
building where the event was held.
Individuals were able to compete in a
similar way to how the actual game is
conducted on television.
During the course of the seminar several
facts, tips, and strategies were discussed
regarding how to spend wisely while in a
grocery store. Participants were able to
voice their opinions and how they
planned to improve their grocery
spending habits. Students who
participated in this fun-filled event
walked away with a plethora of tips to
grocery shop smartly.
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The Title III Program Administration Office staff
conducts an annual retreat to improve the
programmatic objectives and processes of the
department. Each year the staff takes an
assessment and is surveyed to determine the
topics that are most relevant to the retreat.
They have worked to discover innovative ways
to improve the current processes and reflect on
the challenges faced with all the activities under
the program.

The Staff reviewed the current Title III Program
policies and procedures, performance reports,
annual reports, and frequently used forms to
ensure that all communication is thoroughly
understood and acceptable to its constituents.
This retreat fosters the staff while creating an
effective and positive change. It also assists
with a renewed and recommitted rapport to
ensure the Strategic Plan and the Core Values of
the University are adhered to.
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Calendar of Events

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

Time and Efforts Due for July 2013 on August 7.
Monthly Fiscal Reports due August 5.
All Open Purchase Orders will be CLOSED on August 15.
Deadline date for End of Year Expenditures - August 31.
o During this time the Administrative Office will conduct reconciliation
Time and Efforts Due for August 2013 on September 6, 2013
Monthly Fiscal Reports due September 6, 2013
Prepare 2013-14 personnel contracts and budget account numbers – September
Whitehouse Initiative Conference on HBCUs: P. Herrington in Washington, DC September 23 -25
Un-used funds (2007-2012) revert to U.S. Treasury – After September 30 (No funds can be
obligated or expended beyond this point.
September 30, 2012 End of 2012-2013 Grant Cycle (All accounts and POs must be closed)

White House Initiative on HBCU’s
The White House Initiative on Historically Black College and
Universities (HBCUs) will host a two-day national
conference commemorating National HBCU Week and
highlighting the significant contributions which HBCUs have
made to the nation, September 26-27, 2013. There will be
no on-site registration. All registrations for this event must
be transmitted through the official registration site.
Who should attend?
Presidents/Chancellors
Congressional Members
Academic Officers
Federal Agency Representatives
HBCU Sponsors and Partners

Activity Directors are reminded that ALL EQUIPMENT must be
purchased in the 1st Quarter (October 1, 2013 – December 31,
2013) of the new Grant Year!
The Dawson Group will be visiting CAU Title III Program Office
to conduct our FY12-13 evaluations in the next couple of
months. All Activity Director’s should be in the preparation stage
ensuring that ALL DOCUMENTATION affiliated with the
Activity is up to date. More information is forthcoming!
Remember to visit the Title III Program website for NEW
features and NEW updates!
More ACTIVITY participation is needed to produce short video
clips related its impact at CAU. If you are interested in having
your project and/or program highlighted on the Title III website,
CLICK HERE to contact us.

Quick Links:
Conference Registration
Hotel Accommodations
2013 National HBCU Week Conference Overview

Title III is developing a CUSTOMER SURVEY to assist us in
our continuing efforts to improve quality and service. All
responses will be confidential. More information is forthcoming.
If you would like to be highlighted in the next Title III Chronicle
Newsletter, send us an email titleiiiprogram@cau.edu.
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